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Disclaimer
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The following information contains, or may be deemed to contain, “forward-looking statements”. These statements relate to future events or our 
future financial performance, including, but not limited to, strategic plans, potential growth, planned operational changes, expected capital 
expenditures, future cash sources and requirements, liquidity and cost savings that involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors 
that may cause Neste Corporation’s or its businesses’ actual results, levels of activity, performance or achievements to be materially different from 
those expressed or implied by any forward-looking statements. In some cases, such forward-looking statements can be identified by terminology 
such as “may”, “will”, “could”, “would”, “should”, “expect”, “plan”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “believe”, “estimate”, “predict”, “potential”, or “continue”, or the 
negative of those terms or other comparable terminology. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they 
relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. Future results may vary from the results expressed in, or 
implied by, the following forward-looking statements, possibly to a material degree. All forward-looking statements made in this presentation are 
based on information presently available to management and Neste Corporation assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements. 
Nothing in this presentation constitutes investment advice and this presentation shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy 
any securities or otherwise to engage in any investment activity.



Aviation needs growing volumes of sustainable 
aviation fuels to cut emissions

Source: ATAG Waypoint 2050
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Aviation continues to rely heavily on liquid 
jet fuel, even with efficiency improvements 
and emergence of (short-haul) electric 
planes in the future.

Sustainable Aviation Fuels will be the 
most important tool in the aviation sector's 
transition towards net zero.



SAF can create value for multiple stakeholders
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•Broader product portfolio
•Enhanced value prop to customers
•Enhanced brand value through positive 
publicity

•Enhanced brand value through positive 
publicity

•Stronger passenger value prop
•Legitimacy for growth

•Responsible travel
•Loyalty program rewards & recognition

•Achieved sustainability goals
•Positive publicity
•Recognition as change maker

•Achieved sustainability goals
•Addressing concerns of voters
•Job creation

•Achieved sustainability goals
•Satisfied employees
•Marketing and PR value

•Better air quality 
•Engaged & happy community
•Contribution to climate 
change mitigation

•Job creation



Voluntary SAF 
helps companies 

meet their 
climate targets

Mandates push 
for sectoral impact 

on emission 
reductions
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Regulation, incentives and voluntary markets for SAF are 
all needed to drive emission reductions in aviation

Regulatory 
incentives 

support the 
uptake of SAF



Neste’s SAF is available and in use across major airports 
around the world

US - CALIFORNIA
San Francisco - SFO
Oakland - OAK
San Jose - SJC
Sonoma - STS
Monterey - MRY
Burbank - BUR
Truckee - TRK
Van Nuys - VNY
Long Beach - LGB

JAPAN
Tokyo Haneda - HND
Tokyo Narita - NRT

FINLAND
Helsinki - HEL

GERMANY 
Frankfurt - FRA
Cologne - CGN
Munich - MUC

NETHERLANDS
Schiphol - AMS

UK
Heathrow - LHR
Luton - LTN
Farnborough

SWITZERLAND
Zurich - ZRH

Airport locations

NORWAY
Oslo - OSL

SWEDEN
Stockholm Arlanda - ARN

and other locations

US - TEXAS
Houston Hobby - HOU
Austin - AUS
Dallas-Fort Worth - DFW

US - WASHINGTON
Boeing Field - BFI

US - COLORADO
Aspen - ASE
Telluride - TEX

US - NEW YORK
White Plains - HPN
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SAF markets are taking shape - 
Call for further standardization  

Opt-ins

SAF
Mandates

EU ETS
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Voluntary
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registries



Place and crop your
 image here and send to back

First CORSIA certified SAF 
delivery in 2022 

Neste 

Produced and sold the 
CORSIA certified SAF 
batch

American Airlines

Purchased the CORSIA 
certified SAF batch

ISCC

ISCC CORSIA 
certification was used to 
cover the entire supply 
chain

Tallow

Feedstock that was 
used was tallow 
sourced from Finland
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Thank you
Contact

timo.haatainen@neste.com


